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Abstract

The drive for “world-class” universities is linked with a global movement to create comparable, cross-national indicators of research quality. This linkage creates tensions within higher education. On the one hand, globalization increases the contact and sharing of information, values, and common agendas. On the other hand, citation indexes have become accepted metrics in the race to create world-class universities. And by considering local, non-English journals as less-valuable from a research quality assessment perspective, journal classification has the unintended consequence of discouraging research that is inherently difficult to communicate to English language readers but that may be of local importance. There are fields with strong national traditions – including education - where the production of “excellent” scholarship is increasingly compared based on the metric of publication in American or European journal. Promoting a common language of scholarship (usually English), and prioritizing certain research journals in research assessment exercises may lead to a sharper (but narrower) research focus.
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